Advanced Solutions for Workforce Identity

Speed up your business and enable secure work anywhere
**Workforce Identity Security Done Right**

It’s your mission to keep your business productive, secure and agile as you tackle digital transformation initiatives. Today’s dynamic, mobile workforce needs secure access so they can get work done from anywhere, on any device, while using apps, APIs and data that are hosted in the cloud and on-premises. Your legacy identity and access management (IAM) tools are holding you back, but you can future-proof your IAM infrastructure with workforce identity solutions from Ping Identity.

**Maximize Business Value From Workforce Identity**

**Boost Employee Productivity**

It adds up—all the hours employees spend struggling to access apps, entering and resetting passwords, and being locked out. Workforce identity solutions give employees time back so they get more work done, especially while working remotely. Meanwhile, IT enjoys reduced helpdesk tickets and increased out-of-box integration, self-service and automation.

**Improve Security Posture**

The average cost of a data breach is $8.19 million in the U.S. and $3.92 million globally.¹ Workforce identity solutions reduce your risk of a breach by minimizing attack surface, curtailing shadow IT and enabling Zero Trust architecture. The Zero Trust security model, where all access is untrusted by default, paves the way for adaptive authentication and smarter access decisions that leverage context, risk signals and intelligence.

**Increase Business Agility**

Businesses don’t like to wait for IT. To be the champion of digital transformation, you have to enable business agility. Ping’s workforce identity solutions improve time to value for business applications and help your enterprise move faster by leveraging cloud, APIs, rapid integration, DevOps and automation.
Advanced Solutions for Workforce Identity

Boost workforce productivity, security and agility with **Workforce360**, your workforce authentication authority, and Adaptive Access Security, which greatly enhances access security to your apps, APIs and data.

**Workforce Authentication Authority**

Overcome your employees’ multiple sign-ons and give them consistent experiences and strong, centralized authentication services to any application, any cloud, any directory, in any situation with our **Workforce360** solution.

**Your Enterprise Gains:**

- Contextual and adaptive multi-factor authentication with passwordless options that ensure users are who they say they are
- Authentication and single sign-on to give your employees one-click access to any app, on any device, from anywhere
- A central operating portal with self-service templates and admin APIs
- Unlimited directory integrations and bi-directional data synchronization for a broad range of structured and unstructured identity and profile data

For more information, visit [www.pingidentity.com/workforce360](http://www.pingidentity.com/workforce360).

**Adaptive Access Security**

Boost security without adding friction by balancing security and productivity with fine-grained controls and visibility beyond applications into APIs and data.

**Your Enterprise Gains:**

- Centralized policy management with an agent and/or proxy approach that authorizes only the right people to access the right resources
- Fine-grained authorization for data and APIs with a drag-and-drop policy builder
- Dynamic attribute and risk score evaluation
- **Intelligent API cybersecurity** that uses machine learning to detect and block threats
- Enforcement of access policies and consents at both the data store and API layer

For more information, visit the [Adaptive Access Security page](#).
Be the Champion of Your Digital Transformation
The largest global enterprises, including over 60% of the Fortune 100, rely on Ping Identity. Choose an enterprise-proven partner that offers unparalleled interoperability, scalability, reliability and flexibility. Ping offers flexible deployment across multi-cloud and hybrid IT: deploy in any cloud, consume cloud services, or keep mission-critical services under your control. It’s your choice.

Fastest Time to Value
Take advantage of extensive migration tools, partners and complementary professional services to help streamline the trickiest aspects of modernizing your legacy identity stack, so you can get across the finish line even faster.

Integrate Backward and Forward
With an open identity standards leader in your corner, your enterprise can claim identity independence with extensible integrations that connect with everything.

Intelligent Identity Security
With our Intelligent Identity platform, you can leverage AI, user and device data and integrations with risk signals to ensure strong security without introducing friction.

Go Passwordless
Our passwordless authentication feature, PingZero, leverages the FIDO standard and other techniques so your employees can sign on seamlessly with push notifications, Windows Hello, YubiKeys and more.

Get Started with a Business Case
Your efforts around workforce IAM enable productivity, security and agility: universal starting points for a discussion on the business value of IAM. To get a ballpark estimate of how much a boost in productivity, security and agility is worth to your business, try our business value calculator.